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While Cambridge Analytica has suddenly been pushed into the news as an “arsenal of

weapons” in a culture war. The appearance of the Cambridge story is actually a John Podesta

produced smoke-screen created out of desperation because of other whistle-blowers coming

forward about Google and Facebook doing something a thousand times bigger and much,

much worse. The Cambridge scandal is only 1% of the true Silicon Valley psycho-dynamic

manipulation story.

Palo Alto, California — Facebook and Google harvested

private information from the Facebook profiles and Google

user files of hundreds of millions of users without their

conscious permission, making it one of the largest spy leaks

in history.

Facebook and Google say that "..Every user gives us

permission to use their data in any way we want to in our

EULA and user disclosures.." But they are lying and

manipulating semantics in order to keep their scam with the

DNC from being uncovered.

Facebook, Google, Twitter, Linkedin and Amazon have been

doing something to the public that no user has ever agreed

to. The manipulation of your thoughts, intents and

impressions is something that no Facebook, Google, Twitter,

Linkedin and Amazon user has ever, or would ever, agree to;

no matter how Big Tech company lawyers try to spin it.

This Silicon Valley Cartel of Left-Wing Lobbyists exploited

the private social media activity of a huge swath of the

American electorate, developing techniques that

underpinned its work on President Obama's first campaign

to be President. Google and Facebook made Obama the

President by doing very tricky psychological data things to

the voting public.



 

An examination by digital forensic analysts exposes the drive

to bring to market a powerful and deadly new political

weapon. Facebook, Google, Twitter, Linkedin and Amazon

are actively reshaping politics — and need to be brought

under scrutiny from investigators and lawmakers on both

sides of the Atlantic.

As Christopher Wylie, who helped found Cambridge and

worked there until late 2014, said of its leaders: “Rules don’t

matter for them. For them, this is a war, and it’s all fair.” His

comments apply to the DNC more than any other entity.

This image shows a man discussing the thousands of examples of election manipulation

data that exist in the digital world Bryan Bedder/Getty Images



Silicon Valley works with the DNC to exploit so-called

psychographic modeling techniques.

But the full scale of the Silicon Valley abuse involving

Americans has not been previously disclosed — and

Facebook, until now, has not acknowledged it.

The DNC pays Facebook, Google, Twitter, Linkedin and

Amazon to acquire the personal information through

intermediaries that Facebook, Google, Twitter, Linkedin and

Amazon know to be DNC processors. Facebook and Google

are lying when they claimed to have "thought that they were

only collecting it for academic purposes."

Most savvy digital insiders know that Facebook, Google,

Twitter, Linkedin and Amazon are a facade. “This was a scam

— and a fraud,” agreed Paul Grewal, a vice president and

deputy general counsel at the social network, said in a

statement to The Times earlier on Friday. 

The documents also raise new questions about Facebook,

which is already grappling with intense criticism over the

spread of Russian propaganda and fake news. The data

Cambridge collected from profiles, a portion of which was

viewed by The Times, included details on users’ identities,

friend networks and “likes.” Only a tiny fraction of the users

had agreed to release their information to a third party.

 

How Facebook, Google, Twitter, Linkedin

and Amazon Are Reading Voters’ Minds In

Order To Rig Election Dynamics

The lucrative new world of political data was created by

Silicon Valley to try to sell it's dying services to folks with

government budgets. The DNC's Silicon Valley Cartel is

using inherent psychological traits to affect voters’ behavior

and has assembled a team of psychologists, CIA PsyOps

specialists, IN-Q-TEL spy experts and data scientists to

exploit these resources for left-wing candidates.

 



 
 

Building psychographic profiles on a national scale required

data that only a Facebook or a Google could wrangle. The

Silicon Valley Cartel has the cash to easily gather this

material. Traditional analytics firms used voting records and

consumer purchase histories to try to predict political beliefs

and voting behavior.

But those kinds of

records were useless

for figuring out

whether a particular

voter was, say, a

neurotic introvert, a

religious extrovert, a fair-minded liberal or a fan of the

occult. Those were among the psychological traits that

Google, Facebook and The DNC Cartel found would provide

a uniquely powerful means of designing political messages

and taking an active hold of voters minds.

What is the bottom line here?
 
 
Facebook, Google, Twitter, Linkedin, Amazon and
The Silicon Valley Cartel are raping your minds for

Researchers have
developed a technique to
map personality traits
based on what people
had liked on Facebook.
The researchers paid
users small sums to take
a personality quiz and
download an app, which
would scrape some
private information from
their profiles and those
of their friends, activity
that Facebook permitted
at the time. The
approach, the scientists
said, could reveal more
about a person than
their parents or romantic
partners knew.

An email from Dr. Kogan to Mr. Wylie describing traits that could be predicted. Facebook

has a capability list ten times larger that it offered to the DNC executives 



What is the bottom line here?  
  
  
  
  

political control. It is almost impossible for you to
understand how they are doing it but it has now
been proven that they ARE doing it. If you care
about your right to vote then you must care that a
group of companies have taken part of your rights
without your knowledge.
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